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Be termite wise: protect your home!
a house with no basement.
How can it be that a nationSo, how do you make sure
ally known pest control comthat you will get a proper
pany, over the course of several
treatment? First, learn everything
years and with dozens (maybe
The January 1996 issue of Pest
hundreds) of service technicians, you can about how your home
Control Magazine reported that a blatantly disregarded the direcshould be properly treated.
nationally known pest control
Second, get bids from 4-5
tions on the insecticide label?
company must reinspect 7000
companies. Bids should be in
The obvious answer is profit. A
Missouri homes and reapply
proper termite treatment involves writing and outline treatment
termite treatment where needed
procedures. In addition, ask for
surrounding the structure,
as part of a recent court settlethose companies to give you the
including the basement with an
ment. The $7.7 million settletotal volume of insecticide
insecticide barrier, that either
ment covers homes with basekills or repels the termites away needed, the dilution rates of the
ments where an organophosphate from the house. When houses
insecticide that they will use and
termiticide was applied between have basements, the insecticide
their labor cost.
1987 and 1993. According to
In assessing the bids, you
must be injected from the top of
Missouri’s Attorney General Jay the soil to the basement footwill need to compare details
Nixon, this company failed to
from each company with what
ings—often 4 to 6 feet deep.
apply the original termite
you know. This sounds easy, but
Properly done basement treattreatment according to label
it is not. The hardest part is
ments use large volumes of
directions. This resulted in a
understanding how proper
insecticide and are labor
potentially greater chance of
treatments should be done.
intensive. When shortcuts
infestation and thousands of
The following suggesare taken around
Missouri homeowners mistaktions may help you:
basement foundations,
enly thought they were paying
• Obtain and
companies will use less
for an “impenetrable barrier
study the label
insecticide and labor—thereby
against termites” as advertised
of a termite
making more money.
Soldier
by the company.
insecticide.
In this case, when the
Termite
Could you have been one of company records of termite
Pest control
the unwitting consumers in this
companies should provide you
treatments were examined by a
case? Fortunately, Missouri’s
with a label if you ask; labels are
expert witness, it was clear that
attorney general was looking out this company failed to apply a
also available at local Extension
for the public interest in this
offices. The label contains
sufficient volume of insecticide
court settlement—one of the
in the majority of homes that had information from the manufaclargest ever in Missouri. In
turer on treatment procedures,
basements. In fact, the total
general, however, it is up to
volumes injected suggested that including volume and dilution
consumers to make sure they are the basement perimeter treatment rates. The label also has other
getting the service that they are
may have only been about 1 foot important directions. For
paying for.
deep—similar to the treatment of example, the application into
frozen or saturated soil is
specifically prohibited on
termiticide labels because the
insecticide will not penetrate
evenly into the soil to form an
adequate chemical barrier.
The mission of the University of Nebraska Cooperative
Extension in Lancaster County is to help people address issues
and needs related to their economic, social and environmental
well-being through educational programs based upon
scientific knowledge.
Barb Ogg
Extension Educator

PRIORITY PROGRAM INDEX

Termites enjoying a taste of the Nebline.

• To estimate how much
insecticide should be applied,
you will need information on
volume rates from the label and
the outside dimensions of your
house. The cost of the insecticide
can be estimated by knowing the
price of the termite insecticides.
Refer to Termites Bite into
Pocketbook (fact sheet 11-95)
available at the Lancaster
County Extension office.
To help you make the best
possible decisions about termite
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“Adjusting planters to no-till”—page 3

A recent gallup poll looked at volunteer motivation across the
nation. The single most important influence was a positive
experience while a youth. That positive experience came
because of being part of a youth group, having an admired role
model who volunteered, or because of being helped personally
by a volunteer early in life. Other reasons cited included
making a significant change and knowing a loved one had been
helped by a volunteer.
This suggests that people, especially youth, are influenced to
volunteer by seeing someone they admire serving as a volunteer. In addition, the study revealed that adults are willing to
help agencies besides the ones that helped them when they were
young.
Many programs, including those that are school-based, are
introducing service learning projects and other ways to involve
young people in their organizations. Through these programs,
the nation will enjoy the benefit of youthful enthusiasm and
boundless energy.
Consider the time it takes to involve young people positively as a long term investment in the future of volunteerism—
sort of like an annuity plan for volunteers. (LJ)

control, come to a “Termite
Control Workshop for
Homeowners,” Thursday, April
11, 6:30-9:30 p.m. Presenters
will include Barb Ogg, Dennis
Ferraro and Clyde Ogg. In this
workshop, you will learn how
to identify wood damaged by
termites, inspect your own
home, how a proper treatment
should be conducted and
understand why termite control
costs so much. There will also
be a workshop Thursday, April
25 at the Douglas County
Extension office, 8015 West
Center Road in Omaha.
There is a $5 registration fee
that includes reference materials. Send payment to Termite
Workshop, 444 Cherrycreek
Rd., Lincoln, NE 68528. Make
checks payable to Lancaster
County Extension. For more
information, call 402-441-7180.
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Ten steps to good gardening

3. Soil fertility
and pH. Fertilize
the soil according
to soil test results.
A soil pH between
6.2 and 6.8 will
support most
Q. I know I should use treated wood for things like planter
vegetable crops.
boxes and retaining walls for raised beds. But what kind of chemiOver fertilization
cally treated wood is OK to use around plants?
can be as harmful
A. Avoid wood treated with pentachlorophenol (often called
as under treatment.
simply “penta”) and creosote. Both of these materials give off fumes
Too much nitrogen
that are toxic to plants. Instead, look for wood treated with copper
will produce leaf
naphthenate. It will not harm nearby plants.
and stem growth at
Q. How does girdling kill trees?
the expense of
A. Girdling is removing a ring of bark from a tree trunk or main
flowers and fruit
stem. It kills plants by interrupting the movement of water from the
production. Weak
roots to the leaves and the transfer of sugars manufactured in the
or stressed plants
leaves to the roots. Without these sugars the roots essentially starve
are more suscepto death and the tree dies.
tible to insect and
Q. What is soil pH? And what does it have to do with soil
disease attack.
fertility?
A good garden does not just
4. Resistant varieties. Use
A. Soil pH is a measure of the acidity of the soil. A pH of 7.0 is
happen, it has to be planned. The resistant varieties when available
neutral—neither acidic or alkaline. A pH below 7.0 is acid (sour);
following suggestions should
and when they suit specific
above 7.0, alkaline (sweet). Soil pH affects fertility by affecting the
help you establish an attractive
gardening needs. Information on
availability of nutrients to plants. Each nutrient has a range of soil
and productive garden. An
resistance is often printed on the
pH in which it is most readily available to be taken up by plants.
Outside that range, it may be present in adequate quantities but “tied understanding of crop needs and seed packet.
5. Good quality seed and
up” in the soil so plants cannot take it up. A slightly acid soil—with a cultural practices will help
ensure gardening success this
transplants. Buy seed from a
pH of 6.2 to 6.8—is usually recommended for most vegetables and
coming season.
reputable seed company. When
flowers. Some plants—including blueberries, rhododendrons and
azaleas—require a more acid soil. If the pH is too high, these plants 1. Garden site. Choose a sunny transplants are used, make
location with good air and water certain they are in good health
will suffer from iron deficiency. (DJ)
drainage. At least 8 hours of
and grown from disease-free
sunlight will produce the best
seed. Also, check transplants for
vegetables. Leaf and cole crops
evidence of insects or disease.
may get by with slightly less sun 6. Water. Drip or trickle
in partially shaded areas. Good
irrigation is highly recomair circulation will keep the
mended. It reduces the amount
foliage dry and help reduce
of water that could be wasted
chances of disease. Water
using sprinklers or overhead
Cultivar selection is important in
drainage is essential for strong
watering. Drip irrigation also
obtaining good sweet potato
root growth. Avoid windy
keeps the water off the plant’s
yields. Grow cultivars adapted to
locations that can damage and
foliage, which reduces disease
northern climates. The following
dry plants. Never plant a garden problems. Try to water in the
are recommended for home
near a black walnut tree since it
morning instead of in the
gardens:
produces naturally occurring
evening.
• Jewell
chemicals to inhibit growth of
7. Mulch. Consider using black
• Georgia Jet—red skinned
nearby plants.
plastic to control moisture loss
with a deep orange, moist flesh;
2. Crop rotation. Try to rotate
and weeds for warm-season
• Vardaman—bush type,
crops around the garden plot.
crops like tomatoes, peppers and
bright orange flesh;
Some soil borne diseases and
vine crops. All porous mulches
• Carver—moist flesh; and
insects are most serious when the like straw, leaves, sawdust or
• Tuskegee-100—moistsame or related crops are grown compost will give the same
flesh.
in the same area or row each
mulching results as black plastic;
It may be difficult to locate
year.
however, they will lower the soil
some of these cultivars locally;
you may have to order them
from seed catalogs.
Plant slips in 60 degree F
Since roots increase in size
soil. You can warm the soil by
the garden but in good sunlight.
using plastic. Space plants 12 to late in the season, delay harvest
until a light frost. Dig roots
Plant asparagus with the buds
18 inches apart in rows 3 feet
up in a 6 inch deep V-shaped
apart. Provide plants with 1 inch immediately after a frost as roots
are very sensitive to cold
furrow. Space the plants 12
of water per week and control
Early spring is the best time to
temperatures. (DJ)
weeds.
plant asparagus and rhubarb. It is inches apart in the row with rows
4 to 5 feet apart. Cover the plants
also a good idea to plant these
with 1 to 2 inches of soil. As the
perennial garden crops together
asparagus grows, carefully fill in
for convenience of tillage and
the furrow with soil taking care
management. Select a location
not to cover any foliage. The
on the north or east side of the
furrow should be filled by the
garden, or in a site away from

Over the garden fence

Selecting Sweet
Potatoes

temperature or at least prevent it
from increasing as the days
warm up in the spring. Such
materials are best applied to
warm-season crops later in the
season. They present no problem
to the cool-season crops after the
seedlings emerge.
8. Compost. Work compost into
the soil as soon as possible after
the final harvest. This will
promote decomposition of
organic matter. If the plant
material is diseased, it is better to
discard it and not add it to the
compost pile. This reduces the
chance of disease carryover to
the next season’s crop, especially
with soil borne diseases.
Composting plant material will
produce a usable product for the
next year’s gardening season.
Elevated temperatures in the
compost pile will kill many weed
seeds and leaf diseases.
9. Control weeds. Perennial
weeds near gardens often harbor
insects, viruses and diseases in
the spring. Dense weeds in the
garden also rob crops of moisture, light and nutrients. Eliminate young weeds with shallow
cultivation. Never allow weeds
to flower and set seed because
this will only keep the cycle
going from generation to
generation. A dense cover crop
of annual rye or buckwheat sown
in the fall will help smother most
weed growth. Avoid using
herbicides for weed control in
the home garden.
10. Control disease and insects.
There are many fungicides and
insecticides available to control
pests in the garden. The products
may be purchased separately or
combined as a general purpose
mixture. First, it is very important to accurately identify the
problem; then select the correct
pesticide to control that problem.
Most materials are specific for
what they will control and timing
of the application in relation to the
problem is also critical. (MJM)

Plant asparagus and rhubarb

The herb
garden
Lemon verbena - Lemon
verbena is a tender perennial that
is best purchased as a growing
plant. In the garden, it needs full
sun and temperatures above 65
degrees F for best growth.
Lemon verbena leaves can
add a fresh flavor to fruit salads
or beverages; they are best
removed before serving because

end of the first growing season.
Rhubarb is usually propagated by dividing existing
crowns in the early spring.
Protect the root pieces from
drying. Plant the crown pieces
in furrows so the buds are no
more than 2 inches below the
soil surface. Space the plants 2
to 3 feet apart in the row with
rows 3 to 4 feet apart. (DJ)

April garden hints
Lemon verbena

the leaves are very difficult to
chew. The leaves can be dried by
placing them on a screen or
mesh in a warm place out of
bright light. The dried leaves can
be used to make a tea. (DJ)

Garden Gossip
Hotline
441-7179

* Do not restrict yourself to
buying plants in bloom. Petunias
that bloom in the pack are often
rootbound or overgrown and
after planting, will actually be
set back and cease to bloom for
about a month. Plants without
blossoms will actually bloom
sooner and will grow better.
* To extend the blooming
period of gladiolus, plant early,
middle and late-season selections
each week until the middle of
June. Choose a sunny location
and plant the corms 4 to 6 inches
deep and 6 to 8 inches apart.
* In a sunny location with
poor soil, plant nasturtiums for a
colorful show. They require

warm soil to sprout and start
blooming in about 50 days. Too
much water and fertilizer
produces excess leaves and few
flowers.
* Cut flower stalks back to
the ground on daffodils, hyacinths and other spring flowering
bulbs as the flowers fade. Do not
cut the foliage until it dies
naturally. The leaves are necessary to produce strong bulbs
capable of reflowering.
* Do not add organic matter
to the soil when planting trees. It
does not help the plant become
established and it may create
conditions that encourage the
roots to stay inside the planting

hole instead of spreading to
surrounding soil. Dig a large
planting hole and fill it with the
original soil removed from it.
* The last Friday in April is
National Arbor Day—plant a
tree or support an organization
that does.
* Prune spring blooming
shrubs, such as forsythia and
spirea, after they have completed
flowering.
* Measure the rainfall with a
rain gauge posted near the
garden so you can tell when to
water. The garden needs about 1
inch of rain per week from April
to September. (MJM)
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Adjusting planters to no-till
Any piece of planting
equipment has to cut
and handle residue,
penetrate the soil to the desired
seeding depth and establish
proper seed-to-soil contact. By
keeping these three functions in
mind, you can evaluate the
strengths or weaknesses of any
piece of planting equipment and
make any adjustments or
changes necessary to make notill planting successful.
Before the planting season,
check the double-disk seedfurrow openers on your planter
for wear and proper adjustment.
The two blades should be sharp,
without a gap between them, to
cut residue and penetrate the soil
without coulters or row cleaners.
The individual disks can be
adjusted inward as they wear by
removing spacer washers from
behind them. This keeps the two
blades sharp and working
together as one cutting edge and
prevents soil from getting
between them.
If the two blades are mounted
side-by-side, like on John Deere,
Kinze, and White planters, they
should have about 2 inches of
blade contact on the leading
edge. On staggered disk seedfurrow openers, like on Case-IH,
Deutz Allis, and Landoll planters, the rear disk should be
tucked in behind and just
touching the leading disk. If
needed, adjust the disks or
replace them to maintain the
proper configuration.
Take the empty planter to the
field as soon as the weather and
field conditions allow to check
how well it will perform in notill. Level the planter in the field,
making sure that the toolbar is at
the proper height and leveled
front-to-rear. This is especially
important to help keep the
planter on the row if there are
any ridges in the field.
Once the planter is leveled,
try blind planting. If row
cleaners are used, make sure
that they are adjusted to move
only residue away from the row.
Moving soil will move any
preplant applied herbicides and
may create a furrow in which

water may run or a crust may
form. Without row cleaners, the
residue left in the row will
absorb raindrop impact, reducing
erosion and crusting, and will
reduce drying of the seed zone.
To ensure penetration to the
desired seeding depth, evaluate
the planter’s weight and
downpressure by blind planting a
short distance and stopping with
the planter in the ground. Check
the depth gauge wheels on each
planting unit to see if they are in
firm contact with the soil to
properly control planting depth.
If they are lose and can be
rotated easily, tighten the
downpressure springs or add
heavy-duty springs that provide
at least 300 pounds per row
available downpressure. Blind
plant a little farther and check if
you can slip the planter drive
wheels. There needs to be
enough total weight on the
toolbar to work against the
springs and keep the planter
drive wheels from slipping.
If you are having trouble
keeping the planter on the row,
you may need to add more
weight to the planter.
There needs to be more
weight carried on the
planter drive wheels
that is being carried on
the planting units,
especially if there is a
ridge from cultivation
of last year’s

crop. In addition, the planter’s
drive wheels must be exactly
centered between the rows to
help guide the planter.
There must be sufficient
weight remaining on the seedfurrow closing devices and press
wheels to firm the seed into the
soil. Make sure that the planter is
leveled or even operated slightly
tail-down to get good seed-tosoil contact. Wet soil is easily
compacted and care must be
taken not to over pack the soil,
making it difficult for seedling
roots to penetrate the soil. In dry
soil conditions, extra closing
force may be needed to properly
provide seed-to-soil contact.
The key is to evaluate seedto-soil contact, not the top of the
seed-vee. As long as the count is
there, do not increase the closing
force on the press wheels.
Instead, something as simple as a
harrow that pulls loose soil and
residue back over the top of the
seed-vee may be all that is
needed.
When evaluating planter
performance, check residue
cutting and handling, soil
penetration, and seed-tosoil contact. A little time
spent now will help
avoid headaches and
delays later during the
planting season. (DV)

Burning CPR grasslands safely
Prescribed burning Conservation Reserve
Program (CRP) grasslands can improve stands,
control weeds and trees, and enhance wildlife
habitat. But it must be done safely.
Fire improves many grasslands, but it can
be very dangerous. Make sure you have
good reasons for burning your grass and
that you can do it safely.
For example, many CRP fields have
become overgrown with so much
dead mulch from previous years that
plants and new seedlings actually
are being smothered and grass
stands are becoming thinner.
Fire can remove this dead
mulch and permit new plants,
new tillers and new seedlings to thicken existing
stands. Fire also can
reduce the invasion of
woody plants, weeds,
or cool-season
grasses into warmseason grasses.
These less

desirable plants are injured or killed by a well-timed
prescribed burn. Wildlife habitat often improves
with occasional prescribed burns by improving
plant diversity and nutritive value. Prescribed
fires might be especially valuable at safely
removing accumulated growth on CRP lands,
thus reducing the potential for wildfires.
Be careful, though. Never burn unless
weather conditions (wind speed and
direction), topography and other factors
are favorable for you to control the fire.
Make sure your burn is legal. You
must obtain a burn permit from your
local fire chief. Be cautious about
burning on sandy soils since wind
erosion may occur after the burn
due to low plant cover. Never
burn unless someone experienced in prescribed burning is
part of your burning crew.
Fire is a valuable tool.
Like any tool, in the
wrong hands, it can be
dangerous.
(WS)
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No-till weed kill
Successful no-till crop production requires that weeds established prior to planting, and
weeds that emerge later, be
controlled. The following
strategies will help you control
weeds under a no-till crop
production system.
Early preplant strategy
Early preplant treatments can
be applied 10 to 15 days before
planting corn. An early preplant
herbicide application, which
includes both a grass and
broadleaf herbicide, will normally provide season-long weed
control. However, an additional
herbicide treatment may be
needed at planting if the initial
application is 20 to 30 days
ahead of planting or if the soil is
disturbed significantly during
planting.
Early weed growth can be
controlled successfully by
applying an early preplant (EPP)
herbicide. Ideally, an EPP
herbicide is applied before weed
seeds germinate. Most EPP
treatments include a triazine
herbicide, such as Atrazine,
Bladex, Lexone or Sencor, which
control small emerged broadleaf
weeds and many grasses less that
1 inch tall. This effect can be
increased by adding either 2,4D, crop oil concentrate, or 28%
UAN solutions. If the grasses
are taller than 1 inch, include
Roundup or Gramoxone Super.
No-till planters equipped
with certain coulters disturb the
herbicide barrier in the row,
which can result in “weed
escapes.” In this situation, apply
either a preemergence or
postemergence herbicide over
the row.
The early preplant strategy
has several advantages. Because
weeds are not established, early
season weed control is usually
more consistent, soil moisture is
conserved, and the expense of
the burndown herbicide is
eliminated. The main disadvantage is that EPP applications
will fail if rainfall does not
activate the herbicide treatment.
Also, if planting is delayed
because of excessive rainfall, the
herbicide may break down,
shortening the period of weed
control. For late planted crops,
sequential herbicide treatments
are usually needed to maintain
season-long control.
Early preplant plus preemergence or postemergence
strategy
Soybean and grain sorghum
planting usually follow corn by
10 to 30 days. Early preplant
treatments in these crops are
usually applied 20 to 40 days
before planting. A single herbicide application may not provide
season-long control.
A split application, with one

portion of the herbicide applied
early preplant and the other at
planting, helps maintain control.
Another strategy is to apply an
early preplant treatment, followed by a postemergence
herbicide program. Not only are
the operations spread out over an
extended period, but you can
choose the herbicide to match
the weed problem.
Planting time strategy
A preemergence herbicide is
applied in combination with a
nonselective, foliar applied
herbicide, such as Gramoxone
Super or Roundup. The nonselective herbicide controls
established weeds and the
residual herbicides provide weed
control for the rest of the season.
With corn that is planted before
weeds become well established,
Gramoxone or Roundup are
usually not required.
The advantage of planting
time treatments is that a single
herbicide application controls the
weeds. The disadvantages are the
added cost of the “burndown”
herbicide, where needed, erratic
weed control if the weeds are
excessively tall or dry weather
follows application, and depleted
soil moisture early if weed
growth develops.
Burndown + postemergence
strategy
Another approach using
entirely postemergence herbicides involves a burndown
treatment up to 5 days before
planting followed by a
postemergence treatment(s).
There is a need for the burndown
treatment prior to planting
sorghum and soybeans. Weed
growth prior to corn planting is
often minimal.
Economical preplant broadleaf weed control without tillage
is available with 2,4-D and
Banvel. The time saving of
eliminating tillage may be an
important consideration this
year. Crop safety may require a
delay in planting following
treatment. Corn on fine textured
soils can be planted immediately
following an application of 1
pint 2,4-D ester (4 lb/gal) or _
pint Banvel per acre. Sorghum is
more sensitive than corn and
planting should be delayed 7 to
10 days following the same
treatments. Soybeans can be
planted 7 days after an application of 1 pint/acre 2,4-D ester.
Banvel should not be used prior
to soybean planting. (DV)
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For more Rural Sense news
please turn to page 11
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Environmental
Focus

They’re baaaack...
You can start looking for purple
martin scouts anytime after the
first week of April. The rest of
the colony will begin arriving in
May. Whether you are fortunate
enough to have a colony rests
with
thesehandsome
s w a l l o w sthemselves. There
are some thingsyou can
do to increase your
chances. Here
are some tips
to help you
encourage a
backyard
colony:
* Place
your martin
house in an
open area where birds
have clear access from all
sides.
* Never place the house
where trees are closer than 30
feet.
* Martins like to perch on
utility wires near their house.
* Houses near open water
appear to have added appeal, but
it’s not essential.
* Paint your martin house a
light color to reflect the sun’s
heat. White is commonly used.

* The height of the pole on
which the house is mounted is
important. A 12-15 foot pole is
high enough in most open
locations. If buildings are
nearby, 16-18 feet is better.
* Poles should
allow you to easily
lower the house to
the ground for
winter storage,
cleaning,
repairing and
painting.
* Put your
martin house up
shortly before the
birds arrive.
* Sparrows and starlings
compete with martins for
nest houses, but you can
discourage them by
repeatedly destroying
their nests. This will not
cause the martins to abandon the
house if you do the job with
reasonable speed and care.
For more information on
martins including house plans
and mounting pole plans, pick up
Shelves, Houses and Feeders for
Birds and Mammals, RP 338
($4) from the Extension office.
(SE)

Invasion of the clover mites!
In the springtime, many people report that
tiny, reddish 8-legged mites invade their
homes usually coming in through cracks
and crevices. Last fall, these mites
(called clover mites) moved into the
cracks and crevices around
windows, doors and siding to find
protected places to overwinter.
When temperatures get warm in
April, they become active and
find their way into houses. As
their name suggests, clover mites
feed on clover plants and grasses.
They will not survive inside the
home. They cannot do much
damage to houseplants. Occasionally, clover mites bite people
trying to find something to eat or
drink, but these tiny mites are not
blood feeders.
The best way to control these
small pests is to use a vacuum
cleaner and remove them from
window areas and other entry
points. Be careful not to smash them
on draperies and other fabrics because
they leave a reddish mark that will
stain the fabric. If you do nothing, within a
week or two, clover mites will disappear
because there is no food inside your
home. (BPO)

April 1996

Hazardous household waste collection
These collection dates are for
household hazardous waste from
residents of Lincoln and
Lancaster County only—NO
Businesses.
Items that will be accepted
are: pesticides (weed killers,
garden sprays, wood preservatives, roach powders, and flea
and tick products), PCB containing items (old fluorescent lamps
and small capacitors from old
radios, motors and TVs),
solvents (mineral spirits, turpentine, paint strippers and thinners,
varnishes, and stains) and items
containing heavy metals such as
mercury. (LB)

The Lincoln-Lancaster County
Health Department will hold
household hazardous waste
collections again in 1996. If you
have any hazardous waste, keep
it in the original container with
the label intact. Open, leaking or
rusted containers should be
placed in an airtight container
and clearly labeled. There will be
six collections this year—one in
April and May, two in June, and
one in August and October.
Watch future NEBLINE issues for
later dates and locations.
Saturday, April 13, 1996
Lincoln-Lancaster County
Health Department
3140 N Street,
South Parking Lot
9:00 a.m. to 3:00 p.m.

Saturday, May 11, 1996
State of Nebraska Laboratories
3703 South 14th Street
9:00 a.m. to 3:00 p.m.

Landscaping for the birds
birds year-round.
Landscape plantings can
make your property attractive to
birds in several ways. Plants
Interest in songbirds is growing
provide year-round shelter from
every year. If you would like to
predators and harsh weather.
attract songbirds to your propPlants provide safe nesting sites
erty, think carefully about the
and a safe place to rear young.
trees, shrubs and other plants
Landscape plants supply food for
that will make up your landbirds in the form of fruit, seeds
scape. Careful landscape planning and plant selection will help and nectar. Many birds also find
landscape plantings a convenient
you create an attractive, functional landscape for both people place to hunt for insects.
When you select trees, shrubs
and birds.
and vines, consider their landMany bird species nest or
migrate through Nebraska. These scape value for both you and the
migrant birds may stop for a day birds. Use plants with good
summer and fall foliage, attracor two during their migration if
tive flowers, colorful fruit,
they find your property attracinteresting branching patterns,
tive. Do not forget about the
and attractive bark. You should
birds that stay through winter.
also consider maintenance. For
They add interest to the winter
landscape, and are more likely to example, you will want to avoid
visit your property if you design plants with pest problems that
require frequent or regular
and plant the landscape with
pesticide sprays to control.
birds in mind. Bird feeders and
With these tips in mind, here
bird baths will increase your
are some excellent landscape
ability to attract a variety of
Mary Jane McReynolds
Extension Assistant

trees, shrubs and vines to attract
birds in Nebraska.
Evergreen trees are important
because they provide year-round
cover for birds. Some of the
better large evergreen trees are
white pine, Scotch pine, hemlock, eastern red cedar and
spruce. Small- to medium-scale
evergreen trees include arborvitae and junipers.
Medium to large deciduous
trees known for attracting birds
include the service berry, maple,
ash, cherry, plum and many
varieties of flowering crabapple.
There are also many flowering
shrubs that will attract birds.
Some of the best include dogwood, sumac, viburnum, elderberry and honeysuckle.
Good vines for birds include
bittersweet and Virginia creeper.

Dandelions; the good,
the bad or the ugly?

Dandelions bloom throughout the summer, but
they are one of the earliest blooming weeds
because they have a well established taproot.
If you want to rid your lawn of dandelions
without using a herbicide, arm yourself with a
long-handled weed fork or a weed popper and
go after your dandelions with confidence. It is
true that dandelions are painfully persistent.
Their long taproots are hard to pull and small
pieces left behind will regenerate into new weeds.
But, they are not invincible. The key is to attack
them when they are blooming because their root
reserves are low. If you dig out 4 to 5 inches of the
root, you have a better than 80% chance that the plant
will not have enough strength to send up another
shoot.
A weed popper pulls out the plants, roots and all,
with a stomp. A long-handled weeding fork lets you do
Grasshoppers, termites and grubs are not typical American cuisine,
the job while standing.
but many cultures eat insects with great relish. What do bugs taste
At some point, you may decide that it is too hard to
like? Here is a sampling...
get rid of the dandelions, but you need some sort of
—Raw termites taste like pineapple and cooked termites have a
mental justification why it is okay to let them take
delicate, vegetable flavor.
your lawn. Did you know that dandelions are very
—Grubs (which are larvae) of palm weevils taste like beef bone
important spring-blooming plants for
marrow.
honeybees? They collect large amounts of
—Fried agave worms (canned in Mexico) taste like sunflower seeds. pollen that is an important protein source for
—Diving beetles (available in Chinatown in San Francisco) taste
their brood during this time of the year when
something like clams.
the colony is growing rapidly. Dandelions
—Fried grasshoppers taste like sardines.
are also a source of nectar that the bees use
—French-fried ants (imported from Colombia) taste like beef jerky. to make honey. However, dandelion honey is not as tasty as the
—A praying mantis, fried over an open fire, tastes like shrimp and
honey of some other plants—that is, to humans. I am sure that the
raw mushrooms.
bees find it delicious. (BPO)

Insect flavor of the month

The root of the problem.
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Boldly going where no one has gone
before; NASA's outhouse in space
Have you ever been aggravated
by a toilet that runs too much or
does not work right or try to
figure out which replacement
floaters and/or lifters work best
with your toilet? If so, you
should consider the engineering
difficulties of designing a toilet
for space travel. Engineers have
to consider zero gravity, a
limited amount of air, a small
passenger compartment and as
many as seven valuable people
(astronauts) that cannot be
contaminated by waste material.
This newest toilet system—
called the Extended Duration
Orbiter Waste Collection System
(EDO-WCS)—is one that
separates liquid and solid wastes,
and combines the liquids into a
graywater system that instantly
breaks down the water into its
base elements of hydrogen and
oxygen.
The EDO-WCS uses an air
suction system that is activated
when an astronaut makes contact

with the seat (see the diagram).
Waste goes into a plastic bag that
is sealed and compacted into the
bottom of a cylinder. When the
cylinder is full, it can be replaced.
Urine goes through a separate
funnel system, is mixed with
shuttle graywater from sinks and
dehumidifiers and then discharged into space. Because
water cannot exist in a vacuum,
it breaks down into its elements—hydrogen and water.
The old toilet system had a
capacity of only 13 days—a
definite problem when NASA
wanted longer space missions.
The new system has unlimited
capacity.
What was the cost of this new
toilet system? The first EDOWCS costed $23 million because
of the high cost of designing the
system: additional units will cost
only $4 million because NASA
can use the existing design and
blueprints.

How did it perform? This
specially designed toilet was
tested on January 1993’s shuttle
Endeavour mission and passed
(pardon the pun) with flying
colors.
Source: Small Flows (BPO)
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Springtime Bird FAQs

A. In the early spring, male
birds are trying to establish
territories for nesting sites. Their
behavior results in attacking
other male birds that are invadSpringtime is when birds are
ing the territory. When a male
preoccupied with mating, nest
bird flies into a window, it is
building and rearing young.
trying to attack another male
Along with these activities, some bird, which actually is a reflecspecies have a variety of behav- tion of itself. A bird may knock
iors that seem to be odd, annoy- itself out by this repeated
ing or even frightening.
window attack; so, cutting down
Q. Why are woodpeckers
on the reflection on the window
beating on my house?
will prevent these window
A. Woodpeckers are familiar attacks and injury to the bird.
birds that get their name because Placing a sheer cloth or crinkled
they usually feed on tree-living, plastic wrap in select places on
wood-boring insects. In the
the inside of the window will
spring, male woodpeckers mark help cut down on window
their territory with a rhythmic
reflections.
pecking sequence, known as
Q. Blue jays (swallows) have
drumming. In addition to
been attacking our cat and have
establishing territories, drumeven swooped down on us! Why
ming also attracts female
are they doing this? How can
woodpeckers. Drumming is
we protect ourselves from these
predominantly a springtime
dive bombing birds?
A. Birds are very territorial
function as a vital living system, matter content is soil color. Soils activity that will stop once
nesting
behaviors
begin.
Woodwhen
they have a nest of babies.
to sustain biological productivity with high organic matter conpeckers
do
not
hurt
themselves
When
a cat, dog or human comes
tents are usually dark brown or
and maintain the quality of our
with this activity. Drumming
anywhere close to their nest,
black and are generally more
air and water resources is one
seldom results in damage to
they see a predator that is a
productive than lighter colored
measure of soil health, but it is
wood or metal surfaces other
threat to their babies. This dive
soils.
very difficult to quantify.
than possible paint removal.
bombing behavior is an effective
In addition to being one of
Scientists have recently identiWoodpeckers can do more
scare tactic meant to drive
the most important indicators of
fied several key soil properties
damage to wood-sided homes
predators away from their nest of
that they feel are good indicators soil health, soil organic matter
when
they
are
feeding
for
insects
young. Until the baby birds are
of soil health. These include top content is also one soil property
or
excavating
nesting
cavities.
on their own, you may want to
which can be significantly
soil thickness, organic matter
Exclusion methods are best
stay away from the nest site.
influenced by management
content, water holding capacity,
because they are consistently
This may mean using other
practices. Research has consisinfiltration rate, permeability,
entrances around your house or
tently shown that the best means effective. Place lightweight,
pH, electrical conductivity,
plastic bird-type netting or use
areas in your yard. The dive
of improving or restoring soil
fertility level, nutrient holding
metal sheathing over damaged
bombing is very effective, but
health and productivity is by
capacity and biological activity.
areas.
the birds are very unlikely to
proper and regular additions of
One of the most important
Q.
I
have
birds
repeatedly
hurt you. Wearing a hat or
organic materials mainly through
properties identified is soil
banging
into
my
picture
wincarrying an open umbrella over
the use of cover crops, crop
organic matter content. Organic
your head may make you feel
residues and animal manures. In dow. Why are they doing this?
matter is essential to the develsafer.
opment and maintenance of good addition, reducing the number of Will they hurt themselves?
tillage operations will signifisoil structure, thus providing
cantly improve soil health.
optimal conditions for internal
drainage of water, water holding Tillage destroys soil structure
and reduces soil organic matter
capacity, and aeration for crop
content. Therefore, switching to
growth. Organic matter is also
Choice of diapers (cloth or
problem, but creates other
a cropping system which
vital to nutrient cycling and is
disposable)
impacts
on
environenvironmental concerns. Launminimizes or eliminates the use
the primary source of nutrients
mental,
health
and
economic
dering of cloth diapers requires
of tillage will result in healthier,
such as phosphorus. The best
concerns.
Currently,
neither
water, energy to heat the water
more productive soils. (CB)
field indicator of soil organic
diaper type is clearly superior in and operate equipment, and
all areas. An understanding of
chemicals in the form of laundry
the issues provides some basis
and sanitizing products that
Soni Ericksen
for responsible choice. Introcontribute to water pollution and
Extension Assistant
duced in 1961, disposable
additionally tax municipal water
diapers now dominate the
treatment systems.
through like clockwork—maybe
What do you do if you see
Other health issues impact on
staying long enough to grab a
something unusual? First, check market, accounting for 80
bath at the nearest birdbath or
your bird field guide or reference percent of the diapers used in the the diaper question. Diaper rash
United States. Convenience is
is related to excess skin wetness.
even rest up a few days.
book to see if you can identify
While disposables draw moisture
All winter you have probably the bird(s). If you cannot identify the major reason given by
parents—particularly in dualaway from the skin and retain it
been entertained with chick-athe bird(s), remember distincareer families where time for
in a chemical powder that forms
dees, cardinals and other local
guishing characteristics so you
cloth diaper care is limited.
a gel in contact with liquid,
winter residents. Now, keep your can describe it to somebody. In
With landfills reaching
critics suggest that cloth diapers
eyes (and ears) open for those
either case, call the local
capacity and dumping costs
are changed more often and
quick, and many times fleeting,
Wachiska Audubon Society at
expected to quadruple in some
therefore are more likely to
glimpses of other birds passing
486-4846. The society actively
areas by the year 2000, solutions prevent diaper rash. Studies
through the area.
tracks migrating birds and/or
for disposal of all solid waste
show that super absorbent
unusual sightings.
(including disposable diapers) is disposables perform best in
a critical concern. Nearly $300
reducing skin wetness. Cloth
million is spent annually to
diapers provide the next best
discard single use diapers.
amount of protection and regular
Disposable diapers generate four disposables provide the least.
times as much solid waste as
Which diaper to use is a
cloth diapers.
personal decision. No evidence
Although disposable diapers exists that one method is clearly
pose environmental concerns
superior in terms of impact on
from a solid waste perspective,
health, environment and ecocloth diapers raise concerns
nomic issues. Personal values
regarding air and water polluand needs—for both the child
tion. The reusable nature of cloth and the parents—must be
diapers reduces the solid waste
considered. (DJ)
Barb Ogg
Extension Educator

How happy and healthy is your soil?
Soils are one of our most
valuable natural resources. They
are essential for sustained
production of food and fiber.
They provide plants with water,
oxygen, nutrients and physical
support. Soils are also an integral
part of ecosystems and play a
significant role in the cycling of
carbon, nitrogen, phosphorus and
many other nutrient elements in
nature.
Preservation and protection
of this critical natural resource is
as vital to our health and wellbeing as the protection of air and
water quality; yet, soils are often
abused, neglected and taken for
granted. In many countries of the
world (including the United
States), soils are being degraded
at an alarming rate by wind and
water erosion, desertification and
salinization. As soils are degraded,
their capacity to produce healthy
and nutritious crops, resist
erosion and reduce the impact of
environmental stresses on plants
is diminished.
The capacity of a soil to

Hey! What is that?
I’ve got a strange white bird in
my backyard...I checked my bird
book—could it be a snowy
egret?” “Those couldn’t have
been pelicans flying over my
house, were they?” How lucky
for these Lancaster County
residents. It’s spring and many
different birds pass through this
area as they move on to nesting
and breeding grounds. Some
wander off course, others pass

The diaper decision
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Alice’s analysis

I was reading the NEBLINE this evening
and got the feeling that spring and
summer are right around the corner.
The garden, musk thistle, 4-H news,
county fair events, along with my
calendar, tell me I will be busy with our
grandchildren soon. They had a 4-H
Speech Contest in March; Song Contest
will be in April. So, I will soon be back
in the swing of 4-H things. Yes, I think summer is about here.
February was health month. I attended a meeting where they
talked about the medicines we are taking. It reminded me of a
guest speaker we had two years ago on medicine. They both
discussed some of the same things. Number 1: Always carry a list
of your medicine in your billfold. Number 2: When you go to a
new doctor, take your prescription bottles. Number 3: When
taking a trip, put your prescription bottles in your purse or carryon bag. Keep them with you at all times.
FCE scholarship applications are due April 1 to the Lancaster
County Extension Office. I hope you have told students about the
scholarship we are offering.
FCE state meeting will be in Hastings, June 11-13. I hope we
have a nice-sized group going...Make plans soon.
Let’s all think “a nice spring.”
Alice Doane, FCE Council Chair

Nebraska Association for
Family & Community Education

Scholarship applications due
FCE scholarship applications are due April 1 to the Lancaster
County Extension office.. (AH)

Playhouse night cancelled
FCE Night at the Lincoln Community Playhouse for April has
been cancelled due to lack of ticket sales. (LB)

A food, nutrition and
food safety workshop
for child care centers
Child care center staff can learn more about nutrition and food
safety issues for children by attending “Food, Nutrition and Food
Safety Update ’96 for Child Care Centers.” This two-session
workshop will be held April 10 and 24, 1 to 3 p.m. at the Lancaster
Extension Conference Center.
This workshop is sponsored by the University of Nebraska
Cooperative Extension in Lancaster County; Lincoln/Lancaster
County Health Department and Nebraska Department of Education
Nutrition Services. Participants will learn more about such concerns
as fat in children’s meals, snack ideas, reducing the amount of time
spent in food preparation and serving safe food.
Preregistration is required by Wednesday, April 3; call 441-7180
for a registration form or more information. The workshop fee is
$10. (AH)

IN
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HOUS

H

The well-known
in the dryer; the heat
L
HO D
laundry problem,
from the dryer may
E
“tattletale gray” is
permanently set the
the result of using
stain. Treat the stain
too little detergent
again with a preto remove the soil,
soak or pre-wash
not using hot
laundry product, a
enough water or not sorting
liquid detergent, or a paste
loads properly. After washmade from granulated detering, if a stain is still left on a
gent and water. Then, wash the
garment, do not dry the garment item again. (LB)
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Expanded Food and Nutrition
Education Program (EFNEP)
provides help to teenage moms

Pregnant and parenting teens
learn basic nutrition skills from
EFNEP nutrition advisors that
encourage healthy lifestyle
practices for the teen and their
child. EFNEP is one of many
agencies who work cooperatively to provide pre-natal and
post-natal support to maximize
the chances for a healthy baby.
EFNEP nutrition advisors
know that babies who are born
weighing less than 5 1/2 pounds
are 40 times more likely to die
during the first month of life
than babies who weigh more
than 5 1/2 pounds.
Expectant teens who participate in EFNEP learn about the
importance of early pregnancy
and routine visits to a health care
professional. Teen mothers have
unique needs since their bodies
are still growing, along with
their unborn babies. They learn
about the importance of eating
healthy foods for both themselves and their baby. Nutrition
advisors also help teens understand the impact that smoking,
drinking and drugs have on their
unborn child. EFNEP advisors
also share insights about breastfeeding and bottle-feeding
infants.

These educational lessons are
taught in group settings and/or
one-on-one depending on the
needs of the teen parent. For
example, Nobuko Nyman,
nutrition advisor, has provided
food preparation classes for the
Teaching and Learning with
Children (TLC) monthly group

meetings for the past nine years.
This is one of several teen parent
support groups which EFNEP
serves.
For more information about
nutrition education programs for
pregnant and parenting teens,
contact UNL Cooperative
Extension in Lancaster County.

YWCA teen parents prepare stir fry with EFNEP Nutrition Advisors.

Staying afloat on a sea of debt
Why is debt such an
important issue?
Statistics reveal that 80
percent of people who divorce
do so because of financial
problems; they will do so again
within three years of remarrying.
Similarly, the same percentage of people who go bankrupt
will repeat the process. People
should avoid such financial and
marital disasters by getting rid of
high-interest debt that causes an
enormous stress.
Step-by-step actions to
take: Sit down and make a list of
all current credit card debt and
the interest rate of each card. List
the highest interest rate card
first, the next highest rate
second, and so on. Then, list all
other loans, such as auto, boat,
furniture, student loans, business
loans, mortgage, etc. Once you

have a clear picture of your debt
situation, you can create a
written plan to start eliminating
these debts:
1. Start with credit cards.
These are the most burdensome
because of the higher interest
you pay compared to other types
of debt. Stop adding purchases
to your credit cards. If you don’t
have the cash to pay for the item
you want, wait and save until
you can pay cash. For some, this
will be an exercise in discipline
that may well be overdue.
2. Try to consolidate all of
your credit cards into one low
interest rate card. This is done
by applying for the lowest rate
card that can be found. Once
you’ve received this new low
rate card, transfer your existing
debt from the remaining cards to
your new low interest rate card.

Key money ideas:

Once you’ve accomplished this
step get rid of the old, high rate
cards. Call each credit card
company, asking them to close
your account. Make sure they
record it on your credit report as
“closed by the consumer” so it
doesn’t appear as though the
credit card company closed your
account because of late or
delinquent payments.
3. Take the amount of
monthly payment used to pay
off your credit card and now
apply that to your next highest
interest rate debt. If this is a car
loan, adding this amount to make
extra principal payments each
month will speed up the process
of getting rid of these debts. Do
the same thing once the car loan
is paid off. Apply that total
monthly payment to your next
debt.

1. Learn to discipline habits by living within your means.
2. Save at least ten percent of everything you earn.
Pay yourself first.
3. Spend smarter; learn to cut costs in the following areas:
a. cut credit card spending;
b. eliminate debt on consumable and depreciating
items such as cars, furniture, expensive clothes, eating
out too often, expensive vacations;
c. cut costs by getting the right type of insurance: term
versus whole life; raise your deductibles; and eliminate
duplicate insurance on automobiles.
4. Before taking on debt, stop and consider the consequences.
5. Strive to become the lender instead of the borrower.
6. The only good use of debt is to create wealth.
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A parent’s guide to children’s weight
Weight is one of the
many personal characteristics that distinguish
children from each other. It has
implications for both the physical and mental health of the
child. Unfortunately, it also has
the potential for causing many
parent-child disagreements about
what is or is not eaten and in
what amounts.

may avoid forming some of the
dependent habits that can cause
later weight problems.
If the child is the only family
member to have a weight
problem, then other factors
should be considered, for
example, possible medical
problems or emotional stresses
that might influence a child’s
eating behavior.

meals control their weight more
successfully.
2. Parents can help the child
learn to identify and pay attention to feelings of hunger and
fullness. This starts with learning
to distinguish a baby’s “I am
hungry” cry from other cries. It
means not forcing a toddler to
eat one more bite. It means
sometimes allowing second or
third helpings on some meal
items.
3. Parents can demonstrate
a healthy lifestyle. Children
learn by example. They are
likely to want to do what
parents do, whether that’s
eating chips and watching
television, or bicycling.
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Women work longer
to burn fat than men

An agricultural research service study of 32 male and 32 female
volunteers provides more evidence that gender differences exist in
fat burning abilities.
What is the “right” weight for
Slow, moderate, extended physical activity is better suited to
my child?
women,
but men can burn the same amount of calories in a shorter,
It’s natural for parents to
more
intense
exercise period. Volunteers for the study had fitness
want their children to be as
levels
that
rated
from average to good and were at weights that were
perfect as possible. When it
slightly
below
or
as much as 40 percent above their desired weights.
comes to weight, however,
Elite
athletes
were
excluded from the study.
“perfect” must be broadly and
Researchers
found
that most female volunteers would have
individually defined—a task
needed
to
work
out
approximately
twice as long as the males to burn
that’s often hard in our thin300
calories.
The
300
calorie
target
is the workout minimum
What actions should a parent
conscious society. Children grow
recommended
by
the
American
College
of Sports Medicine for
avoid?
at different rates and may have
weight
loss.
Since a parent’s primary role
different body structures from
To burn 300 calories, with as many of those calories from fat as
is to give support, any action that
How can parents help an
their siblings and playmates.
possible,
most of the women in the experiment would have had to
denies support should be
Standardized growth charts plot underweight child?
exercise
from
46 to 60 minutes at about 65 percent maximum heart
A child who is too thin needs avoided. For example, when a
height and weight of boys and
rate.
Men,
on
the
other hand, tended to need less time, from 28 to 35
child is upset by playmates’
girls at different ages and can be the same emotional support as
minutes,
to
burn
300
calories. Also, male volunteers tended to burn
one who is too heavy. Discussing teasing, a parent who responds
used in consultation with a
more
calories
derived
from fat than female volunteers.
the size of other family members with, “when you get thinner they
pediatrician in determining a
The
results
seemed
to depend on body fatness of the male
won’t tease you anymore,” only
and visiting with a pediatrician
child’s recommended weight
volunteer,
since
men
with
a higher level of body fat had lower fat
reinforces the child’s suspicion
can help put the child’s size in
range.
burning
rates.
Since
specific
recommendations about exercise have
that there is indeed something
perspective and provide a basis
typically
been
made
from
studies
of young, male athletes, this study
wrong with him or her. A more
for reminding children that
What can parents do to help a
begins
to
sort
out
differences
in
recommendations
between men and
positive response is for the
individuals grow at different
child who is medically defined
women,
and
for
those
who
may
be
overweight.
To
burn those 300
rates. Growing slowly is not bad. parent to listen to the child
as overweight or obese?
calories
a
day,
women
may
need
to
find
ways
to
extend
their
express his or her feelings about
However, whenever a child
Beyond reassuring the child
physical
activity
and
work
at
a
smooth,
steady
pace.
that teasing, and then perhaps,
of parental love regardless of the shows a sudden weight drop,
Source: Linda Boeckner, Ph.D., R.D., nutrition specialist, NU/
ask the child if other children are
other medical or emotional
child’s weight, the appropriate
IANR
(AH)
getting teased and for what
problems can be suspected.
parental action depends on
reason. This can lead into a
Professional help from a pediawhether only the child or the
discussion of, “what do you
trician, dietitian, or child psywhole family has a weight
think you can do about this
chologist may be necessary.
problem. If the whole family
technique are suscepHard-cooked Easter
situation?”
needs to change some eating and
tible; so remember,
eggs can pose a health
Another way parents deny
exercising habits, then the parent What can parents do to help
keep eggs refrigerproblem if not kept
support is by treating the
children reach and maintain
and child need to work together
ated. When eggs are
refrigerated.
overweight child differently
to initiate and plan those changes their best weight?
used for a hunt, do not
Bacteria can enter
Parents, and their care-giving from the rest of the family; for
for everyone’s benefit.
keep them out of the
through pores in the
substitutes, have three responsi- instance by forcing the child to
For example, many social
refrigerator
more than
shell and multiply
eat meals, desserts, or snacks
traditions are related to food and bilities in feeding children.
two
hours.
This
is why
dramatically if these eggs
that are different from what is
1. Parents need to offer the
eating, such as giving food as a
you
need
to
time
your
are
left
at
room
temperature.
reward for completing a task, as child a variety of nutritious foods served to the rest of the family.
Easter egg hunt carefully.
Likewise, putting children on Even uncracked eggs can host
at regular intervals. Planned
a sympathetic gesture to ease
How long can you store harda weight reduction diet is a form bacteria unless refrigerated.
meals and snacks give the child
hurt feelings, or as a cure for
cooked eggs in the refrigerator?
of punishment that asks them to Refrigeration slows bacterial
boredom. These habits may lead regular sources of energy, help
Hard-cooked eggs will keep in
growth.
the child to expect food in those the child develop sensible eating ignore feelings of hunger and
Eggs dyed with any coloring the refrigerator for a week.
patterns, and encourage the child may lead them to believe there is
situations, regardless of any
to learn correct food behavior in truly something wrong with
feelings of hunger. By helping
themselves for wanting to eat
the child learn that such behavior social situations. Studies of
overweight children indicate that more than their parents want to
is occasionally—but not algive them.
those children who eat regular
ways—permissible, the child

A child who is too
thin needs the
same emotional
support as one
who is too heavy.

Easter egg safety hints

Antisocial behavior may develop early
If you’re worried about youth
violence, you probably should
pay attention to what’s happening in kindergarten or earlier,
asserts a researcher from the
National Institute of Mental
Health (NIMH).
John Richters has found that
youth who are most likely to be
involved in violence and crime at
age 17 displayed antisocial and

aggressive behavior much
earlier. In kindergarten, they
tended to be impulsive and
inattentive and had difficult
temperaments. By middle
school, they were failing in
school, had bad relationships
with teachers and peers, and
hung around with deviant youth.
In response to these kinds of
findings, the NIMH is studying a

program that assesses behavior
in kindergarten and then intervenes with parent education,
home visits, social skills training
and more. The main goal is to
ensure affectionate connections
with others. Richters concludes:
“If a kid doesn’t care about
others’ feelings, then we’ll never
have any leverage with a kid at
all.”

Tuning into kids' TV viewing habits
As children entertain themselves
by watching TV, will parents be
watching? Parents seem to be
responding to concerns about
violence and adult content on
television by monitoring their
children’s viewing, according
to a Gallup Survey for the
Family Channel. In all, 71% of
parents monitor the programs
their children watch, compared
to 60% who said they did so in
1991.

In addition, 48% of adults
surveyed say television portrays

“somewhat” or “very” negative
values while 45% believe it
depicts “somewhat” or “very”
positive values. Eighty-three
percent of adults believe
television contributes to
violence among children under
age eighteen.
Source: Adapted from the
Family Channel’s Gallup
Survey of America’s TV
Viewing Habits, 1994. (LB)

Healthy
Eating

Each month of this year, I’ll share a fruit or vegetable recipe
from the 5-A-Day program.* LOOK AT THE END OF THE
RECIPE FOR HOW TO OBTAIN 12 NEW RECIPES EACH
MONTH.
Carrot-Raisin Salad
2 1/2 cups carrots, shredded
1 medium stalk celery, thinly sliced
1/2 cup raisins
1/2 cup lowfat lemon yogurt.
Mix all ingredients. Serve on salad greens.
Carrot-Pineapple Salad
Stir in 1 can (8 1/4oz.) well-drained, crushed pineapple to
above recipe.
FOR 12 MORE 5-A-DAY RECIPES (new recipes offered each
month), send a self-addressed, stamped envelope to: 5-A-Day
Recipes, #6; c/o Alice Henneman; UNL Cooperative Extension in
Lancaster County; 444 Cherrycreek Road; Lincoln, NE 685281507.
* Eating lots of fruits and vegetables as part of a lowfat, high
fiber diet may help reduce your risk of cancer. The goal of the
National 5-A-Day program, a collaborative effort between the
National Cancer Institute and the Produce for Better Health
Foundation, is to increase the per capita consumption of fruits and
vegetables in the U.S. from the current average of 2.5 to 3.5
servings to 5 servings a day by the year 2000. (AH)

More Family Living news on Page 11
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alendar

pril
4-H Bucket
Calf
Spring
Workshop

Thursday,
April 25
7:00 p.m.
Lancaster Extension
Conference Center
Topics of discussion include:
1. How to select a calf.
2. Where to buy a calf.
3. How much to pay.
4. What type of facilities are
needed to care for a calf.
5. Keeping a calf in good health.
6. What to feed a calf.
7. Using grooming tools.

1 Market Beef ID’s for State
Fair & Ak-Sar-Ben Due
1 4-H Action Team
Applications Due
2 4-H Council Meeting 7:00
p.m.
8 Shooting Sports Club
Meeting 7:00 p.m.
10 Horse VIPS Meeting 7:00
p.m.
13 PAK 10 Dairy Judging
Contest
15 Performance Swine Weigh
Day 9:00 a.m.-noon
15 Camp Counselor Applications Due
16 Star City Rabbit Raisers
Meeting 7:00 p.m.
18 Fair Board Meeting 7:30
p.m.
20-21 Growing Up Female
Retreat—4-H Camp
21 Teen Council Meeting—
UNL, City Campus Union 2:30
p.m.
21 Music Contest—UNL,
City Campus Union 4:00 p.m.
27 Kiwanis Karnival—
Lancaster Building, State Fair
Park

ay

1 Cornucopia Gardening
Award Entries Due
7 4-H Council Meeting 7:00
p.m.
7 Production Livestock
Booster Club Meeting 8:00 p.m.
8 Horse VIPS Meeting 7:00
p.m.
This is for anyone over age five
13 Extension Board Meeting
interested in learning about the 7:30 p.m.
4-H bucket calf project. Parents
13 “How to Exhibit” Leader
are welcome. Please invite
Training 9:30 a.m. & 7:00 p.m.
anyone who might like to attend.
16 Fair Board Meeting 7:30
p.m.
Call Janice Halling, superintendent,
18 Camp Counselor Applicaat 402-785-5345 if you have any tions Due for Halsey
questions.
21 Star City Rabbit Raisers
Meeting 7:00 p.m.
24 District & State Horse
Entries Due
25 Small Animal Workshop
9:00 a.m.-4:00 p.m.
31 Horse ID’s Due
31-June 2 Designs for
Dining Table Setting Show
Workshop (tba)

H

ORSE BITS

4-H horse show dates changed
Due to construction work on the State Fair Park Coliseum, the entire
schedule for the 4-H horse show at the Lancaster County Fair has
been revised. The new schedule is Sunday, July 28 through Thursday, August 1. It is important to note that this is a change to the
Lancaster County Fair schedule published in the March issue of
NEBLINE. The good news is that it does not affect any other activities
to be held at the fair. State fair officials have assured us that
Lancaster County will have full use of the coliseum during next
year’s county fair even though it will be primarily utilized for ice
sports the remainder of the year. The revised Lancaster County Fair
Horse Show will be held as follows:
Tuesday, July 30
Saturday, July 27, 8:00 a.m.
Wednesday, July 31
—Horse stables open, check in
Thursday, August 1, 4:00 p.m.
during afternoon and evening
—4-H horse show ends
Sunday, July 28
Monday, July 29

une
1 Lamb Tagging Day 9:00
a.m.-noon
1-3 Camp Counselor
Training—4-H Camp, Gretna
4 4-H Council Meeting 7:00
p.m.
4-6 Fish Camp—4-H Camp,
Gretna
9 Teen Council Meeting
3:00-5:00 p.m.
7-10 Outdoor Adventure I
Camp—4-H Camp, Gretna
10 4-H Council Scholarships
Due
10 High Adventure Camp
Applications Due
10 Extension Board Meeting
7:30 p.m.
10-13 Clover College
11-14 Niobrara Camp—4-H
Camp, Gretna
11-14 Summer Safari 1
Camp—4-H Camp, Gretna
11-25 CWF
12 Horse VIPS Meeting
7:00 p.m.
14 Beef Breeding Heifers,
Bucket Calves, Dairy Cattle,
Goats, Sheep & Swine ID’s Due
14-16 Dismal River Canoe
Trip
15-19 Boldly Bound
Camp—4-H Camp, Gretna
18 Star City Rabbit Raisers
Meeting 7:00 p.m.
19 Multicultural Day Camp
9:30 a.m.-4:00 p.m.
20 Fair Board Meeting 7:30
p.m.
20-23 Outdoor Adventure II
Camp—4-H Camp, Gretna
21-23 Natural Resources
Camp—Halsey
24-26 Wet-n-Wild I Camp—
4-H Camp, Gretna
25 Production Livestock
Booster Club Meeting 8 p.m.
25-28 Niobrara II Camp—4H Camp, Gretna
26-28 Leadership Camp—
Halsey
27 Practice Home Ec
Judging & Demo 1:00 p.m.
27-30 Backstage Camp—4H Camp, Gretna
28 ExpoVisions Registration
Due
28 Ak-Sar-Ben Broiler
Entries Due

uly
1-3 Wet-n-Wild II Camp—4H Camp, Gretna
2 4-H Council Meeting 7:00
p.m.
5 Star City Rabbit Raisers
Meeting 7:00 p.m.
6-7 First Timers Camp—4-H
Camp, Gretna
8 Extension Board Meeting
7:30 p.m.
8 Shooting Sports Contest
Entry Deadline
8 County Fair Animal PreEntries Due
9-11 Wet-n-Wild III Camp—
4-H Camp, Gretna
10-12 ExpoVisions
12-14 Sports Camp—4-H
Camp, Gretna
13 Shooting Sports Air Rifle
Contest—Lancaster Building,
State Fair Park 8:00 a.m.-noon
14 Teen Council Meeting
3:00-5:00 p.m.
15 Practice Style Revue
3:00 p.m.
15 Home Economics,
Horticulture, Weed & Tree ID
Judging Contest
16-19 Summer Safari II
Camp—4-H Camp, Gretna
18 Fair Board Meeting 7:30
p.m.
18 Demonstration Contest
(tba)
20 Shooting Sports Air Pistol
Contest 9:00 a.m.
24 Style Revue Judging
24 Superintendent Meeting
24 Shooting Sports Archery
Contest—Prairie Bowman
Archery Club Outdoor Range
6:30 p.m.
27 Shooting Sports
Smallbore Rifle Contest—
Lincoln Parks & Rec Range,
10th & Military 8:00 a.m.-noon
27 Shooting Sports
Trapshooting Contest—Lincoln
Trap & Skeet Club Range, 4855
N 48th 1:00 p.m.
30 County Fair Entry Day—
Stationary Exhibits 4:00-8:00
p.m.
31 County Fair Judging Day
for Stationary Exhibits
31 County Fair Animal
Check-in (Sheep, Swine,
Rabbits, Poultry, Angora
Goats)—State Fair Park 4-8
p.m.
31 Sheep Weigh-in—State
Fair Park 4-8 p.m.

ugust
1 State Fair Animal PreEntries Due
1 ALL animals must be in
place 11:00 a.m.
1 Beef Weigh-in—State Fair
Park noon
1 Performance Swine
Weigh-in—State Fair Pk 1 p.m.
1 Swine Weigh-in—State
Fair Park 2:30 p.m.
1-4 Lancaster County Fair
8 Teen Council Meeting
3:00-5:00 p.m.
13-15 Dismal River Canoe
Weekend
21 State Fair Entry Day—
State Fair Park
21-Sept. 3 Nebraska State
Fair—State Fair Park

eptember
3 4-H Council Meeting 7:00
p.m.
8 Teen Council Meeting
3:00-5:00 p.m.
9 Extension Board Meeting
7:30 p.m.
19 Fair Board Meeting 7:30
p.m.
25-30 Ak-Sar-Ben 4-H
Livestock Exposition

1996

Kiwanis
Karnival
State Fair Park Lancaster Building
Saturday, April 27
7:00 - 9:00 p.m.

4-H youth development is like:
• pizza because it is well rounded.
• peanut butter because it sticks and connects.
• a donut because the “whole” is in the center.
• M & M’s because the whole sack is better than just one.
• a kaleidoscope because when you look inside the pieces fit
together forming beautiful designs that take new shapes building on
the previous design.
• an amusement park because it’s fun!
• a puzzle because the pieces must fit together.
• a house of mirrors because it makes you look at things from
different angles.
Thanks to all the volunteers who focus on development of the
whole youth in 4-H youth programming in Lancaster County.
Adapted from Sara Eriksen. (LJ)
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4-H & Youth

4-H Bulletin Board
LEADERS: Make sure to watch or attend the leader
training Monday, May 13 How to Exhibit at the County
Fair. The information given at this meeting will be
everything you need to know about the 1996 Lancaster
County Fair.

A mother-daughter retreat
entitled “Growing Up Female” is
scheduled for April 20 and 21, at
the Eastern Nebraska 4-H
Center, Gretna. The retreat is an
opportunity for mothers and their
11-13 year old daughters to
rspend a special time together
learning effective communication skills, decision-making
skills and building self-esteem.

There will also be opportunities
to learn more about sexuality,
techniques to deal with peer
pressure and discussions on the
importance of individual family
values.
The cost per pair is $65,
which includes meals, snacks
and lodging. Registration is

limited, so it is suggested that
you register as early as possible.
The retreat has been a great
success in the past.
For more information,
contact LaDeane. Other female
caregivers, such as stepmothers
or grandmothers are encouraged
to attend. Everyone can benefit
from this weekend of learning
and relationship building. (LJ)

Bring your family, friends and relatives to the 4-H
Music Contest Sunday, April 21, 4:00 p.m. at the UNL
City Campus Union Ballroom.
Kiwanis Karnival is for one and all, and we want YOU
to attend Saturday, April 27, 7:00-9:00 p.m., Lancaster
Building at State Fair Park! 4-H clubs are encouraged to
sponsor a booth and all 4-H families may attend. Thanks
to the Lincoln Center Kiwanis for their support of the 4-H
program.
Watch the May N EBLINE and your club mailbox for
more information on Clover College coming up in June!

SERIES alert offers opportunities
for teens, teachers and volunteers National Youth Service Day
April 13 is a special opportunity
for teens, teachers and volunteers to learn about the science
curriculum SERIES, and receive
training in one of the curriculum
areas. This exciting day is
planned from 9:00 a.m. to 4:00
p.m. at the ARDC in Ithaca,
0 Nebraska. For the minimal cost
of $10, participants will experience hands-on activities, receive
lunch, snacks and a t-shirt and
get a chance to participate in
one of the foremost peer
teaching science models in the
country.
SERIES is a curriculum
developed by National 4-H with

support from the National
Science Foundation. Hands-on,
cross-age teaching and adult
mentoring are core to the
program. The seven teaching
units include:
Beyond Duck and Cover—
Teaching about earthquakes and
emergency preparedness.
Chemicals Are Us—
Chemical reactions taught using
ordinary household products.
From Ridges to Rivers—
Watersheds.
From Planted Earth—From
the field to the plate concepts.
Oak Woodland Wildlife—
Ecosystems.

What’s Bugging You—
Pests.
Recycle/Reuse—Importance
of recycling and reusing.
Introduction to scientific
process takes place using snails.
Youth are encouraged to make
predictions, design experiments,
compare, contrast and be
creative as they discover the
excitement of hands-on science
inquiry.
Don’t miss this special
opportunity. Call LaDeane for a
registration form or more
information. (LJ)

by Kay Jurgens
Looking for adventure and life a
bit on the wild side? Probably
not, but here’s a suggestion for a
club activity you might try—4H club camp.
Two years ago I realized
that, for various reasons, many
of our 4-H members were not
going to 4-H camp. We now
have had two club camps, both
at state parks nearby. The camps
have lasted 24-30 hours,
beginning about noon on the
first day. They are intended to
supplement, not replace, 4-H
camp. We have toured the
Eastern Nebraska 4-H Center,
and hope a sampling of camping
will encourage 4-H members to
try the real thing.
Ingredients needed for camp
are eager 4-H members and at
least two brave and willing
adults. One of our camps was in
tepees. Two important pointers
with tepees—do not leave any
food in your tepee, even if it is

in a cooler, unless you want
racoons sticking their head in
under the canvas all night.
Pointer number two—don’t
leave your purse or anything else
you care to keep near the outside
canvas of the tepee. Racoons are
attracted to anything.
Our second camp was at a
state park where we rented a tent
site to provide a campfire for our
evening ceremony and tent site
for the males in the group. We
also rented a lodge room for the
females. Camping in state parks
allows the use of their facilities,
such as tennis courts, swimming
pools, paddle boats and craft
cabins. However, we have
always planned our own craft
activity to eliminate expense.
Cost of the camp is divided
among 4-H members. Our costs
have been $10-$15 per 4-H
member. Including all expenses,
such as swimming and paddle
boating, in the cost eliminates
the need for 4-H members to

bring cash. 4-H members bring a
self-closing bag of their favorite
cereal, several cans of pop and a
snack item to share, ranging
from carrots to chips.
Having a junior leader who is
also a camp counselor is very
helpful when planning campfire
activities. It’s also helpful to
have one 4-H member who has
been to camp in each vehicle
driving to camp. By arrival time,
the kids will already know
several camp songs.
Club camps could be held in
a backyard, pasture or local
campsite. We have found it a
great way to learn the basics of
4-H camp, experience being
away from home, bond together
and create memories we will
have forever, such as the night
the racoon ran off with the
leader’s purse.
Club camp is perhaps the best
thing our club has done—take a
walk on the wild side and try it!

r

National Youth Service Day celebrates and honors America’s young
people who are involved in programs and projects to improve their
communities and country. April 23—during National Volunteer
Week—has been set aside to recognize the millions of hours young
people give each year to address our country’s most pressing
problems.
Participation is simple. 4-H clubs can plan a special service
project and let others know what they are doing. Be creative and
come up with an event that is uniquely your own. Join 3 million
young people from across America in demonstrating the positive
power of youth to make a difference.
If you are unable to participate on April 23, plan something
during the week that will call attention to the accomplishments or
plans of your local clubs. Have someone in your club report your
activities to the Extension office so we can let others know what you
have accomplished. If you take photographs, send them along. (LJ)

Take a walk on the wild side

4-H Music Contest
Sunday, April 21

UNL City Campus, Union Ballroom
Begins at 4:00 p.m.
Everyone welcome to attend!
Join the fun & watch talented 4-H members
“Move to the Music!”

Smart Stars 4-H Club stuffed 1,500 eggs in preparation for
the 1995 Colonial Hills Neighborhood Easter Egg Hunt. Left
to right: Jordon Hotovy, Jonathan Jank and Jarrett Portnoy

4-H kids help the community
by Julie Jank, 5-year 4-H member, 12 years old

Three years ago the Colonial Hills Neighborhood Association asked
me to organize the Easter eggs for the Colonial Hills Easter Egg
Hunt. I thought this would be a great way to serve the children in my
neighborhood.
The first two years, my family stuffed 1,500 eggs for hundreds of
children. I couldn’t have felt prouder when I saw the joy of the
children the day of the Easter egg hunt. This past year, I taught
members of my brother’s 4-H club how to stuff the eggs. I was so
surprised that seven second and third graders could stuff eggs so
quickly. They did it one Saturday morning in less than three hours.
They had so much fun that they plan to do it again this year.
I really enjoy serving my community. I also volunteer at Gere
Library where I help at the children’s information desk for the
summer reading program. We volunteer as a family at the Matt
Talbot Kitchen. We serve food and provide friendship to those in
need. It feels good to help out when people can’t provide for
themselves. All children should volunteer to help others.
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Videoconference addresses
small-town housing concerns

Housing is not just a big
city concern. Many
small towns throughout
the country lack adequate
housing. But what is adequate in
politics. By visiting with consmall towns today? What are the
Ann Marie Moravec
gressmen, senators, bank
housing needs?
Extension Assistant
executives, public policy
A videoconference May 9,
researchers, etc. we saw the
The purpose of the Nebraska
9 a.m. to
issues through their eyes. The
LEAD Program is “to prepare
noon CST, will
and motivate men and women in most important part was to
be held to address
attend each meeting and session
agriculture for more effective
housing needs in
with an open mind and underleadership.” How does a group
small towns. The
become prepared and motivated stand that the presenters thoughts
$5 registration fee
to take on such a broad undertak- and ideas may not be the same as
will cover printed
yours and to accept their knowling as leadership? The group is
materials.
edge as their own.
exposed to a variety of topics,
From Washington, D.C. the
communities and people in their
group traveled to Chicago for a
two-year fellowship. The
few days. The Chicago MercanNational Study/Travel was no
tile Exchange and National
acceptation to this wonderful
Cattleman’s Beef Association
program which seems to amaze
were extremely interesting and
those involved.
well worth the time. The remainThe study/travel began in
ing time was special and opened
Kansas City with various
the eyes of Nebraska to the
presenters from the EPA,
LaDeane Jha
world of Chicago. An evening
Farmland, Bayer, National
Extension Educator
ride-along with the Chicago
Farms, Federal Reserve Bank
and Ford Motor Company. While Police Department proved to
many fellows that although we
in Kansas City the group was
For more than 20 years people in
motivated to discuss agricultural might think our quality of life is
Lincoln
have been coming
issues brought up during various not the best, we are much better
together
in Neighborhood
off than some. The stories
presentations. An assortment of
Associations
to work on goals
fellows told about the experiprofessions within the group
and
issues
important
to them.
ences they encountered made
made discussion and dialogue
Common
activities
for
very interesting. The underlying each of us appreciate what we
associations
include:
neighborhave even more.
statement that can be made,
hood meetings and workshops,
This National Study/Travel
taking everyone’s opinions into
social/cultural activities, special
consideration, is that we all want has truly reinforced the saying
action committees to enhance
to promote and make agriculture that Nebraska is the Good Life.
aspects of their communities;
better than before...and we have We have so much to offer as
such as, parks and activities
been motivated to do something. people to make this world a
aimed at influencing public
The group then transferred to better place, it only takes a little
at a time to make a difference.
Washington, D.C. where the
The opportunities we can take
schedule and number of meetadvantage of such as the Neings increased for the next five
braska LEAD Program can help Vice President Al Gore recently
days. This part of the study/
us make strides for tomorrow.
unveiled a new White House
travel helped prepare us to
service on the Internet World
understand policy, strategies and
Wide Web geared specifically to
elementary students. Welcome to
the White House for Kids, the
new site, allows students to
quickly and easily access
information about the federal
government including the history
of the White House and other
Headstart provides a FREE comprehensive program for income
children and pets who have lived
eligible families with children who are three and four years old.
there.
Headstart includes developmentally appropriate early childhood
experiences for children, special services for children with disabilities, nutrition and health services, parent involvement, and social
services for the entire family.
Services are provided either at home or school in the following
ways:
All business whether homeHome Base — Weekly family focused home visits. Small group based or other needs a good
gatherings where parents, children, and staff play and learn together. marketing plan.
Center Base — Half-day center experiences where children
Here are ten low-cost or nolearn through play, make choices, increase social skills and build
cost ideas to market a business.
confidence. Children are bused to neighborhood sites.
1. Tie in with other businesses.
To apply for Headstart, stop by the Headstart Office at McPhee
Exchanges with other businesses
School, Second Floor, Room 200, 820 South 15 Street, Lincoln, NE. can save money. Tie-ins can
You must bring your child’s birth certificate, immunization records, generate income. While it’s
and proof of your income when applying. Help to complete applica- easier to create tie-ins when
tions is available on Mondays and Tuesdays. (LJ)
businesses are logically connected, it’s also possible to offer
a discount coupon for an unrelated service in exchange for
distribution of an informational
brochure.
2. Find free consultants.
Marketers realize they need to do research to know what
Students are often looking for
customers want. They have to know their customers and what
projects. Ask about a mentor
appeals to them. Customers are changing. People who want to
program through the chamber of
serve them have to change as well. Keep these facts in mind:
commerce or business center in
• Twenty-two percent of customers don’t remember the
your area.
American Bicentennial Celebration.
3. Create a survey.
• Thirty-three percent of the people living in the United
Surveys can bring profitable
States feel people have always been on the moon.
insights. Focus on one or two
• Fifty percent are too young to remember the assassination
issues and formulate the survey
of John F. Kennedy.
questions to help answer them.
• Sixty-six percent are not old enough to remember the
Think about the information
Korean War.
needed and work backward.
• Seventy percent don’t remember “before TV.”

LEAD tours the nation

April 1996

This
conference will
provide local,
state and federal
policy-makers
and implementers
with an opportunity to discuss
small towns housing concerns. It
will include the results of a
three-year study of housing in
Arkansas, Iowa, Missouri,
Nebraska and Wisconsin.
Participants will learn what
resources are available to
address small town housing
concerns and increase their

community’s capacity to address
housing concerns.
Preregistration is necessary.
To register for the videoconference,
send a $5.00 check to: Housing
Videoconference, 444
Cherrycreek Road, Lincoln,
Nebraska 68528-1507. Make
checks payable to: Lancaster
County Cooperative Extension.
For more information contact
Extension Educators, Lorene
Bartos or LaDeane Jha at
441-7180.
(LB)

Neighborhood associations:
working for common goals
policy. Through these activities
and participation in the Mayor’s
Neighborhood Round Table,
neighborhood leadership is
developed and caring, active
neighborhoods are enhanced.
The most recent group to
organize is Porter Ridge, a new
neighborhood in south Lincoln.
The area south of 32nd Street
and Pine Lake Road is just a few
blocks southeast of a major new
shopping area and two new
schools are part of the community. A group of about 20
residents in the neighborhood
met with Extension Educators,

LaDeane Jha and Lorene Bartos
to begin the process of organizing. LouAnn and Tim Dougherty
agreed to provide initial leadership and action committees were
formed to draft by-laws and plan
a neighborhood wide meeting.
Enthusiasm is high and ideas are
being generated that will serve as
a rallying call for all residents in
the area.
If anyone is interested in
forming a neighborhood association, call the City Urban Development Department, 441-7606,
or LaDeane or Lorene, 441-7180.

New White House internet service for kids

Giving your child a
real headstart in life

White House for Kids is
reached through the main
Welcome to the White House
World Wide Web site at
www.whitehouse.gov. Children
who click on the White House

for Kids icon will be greeted by
Socks, the First Family’s cat.
Socks leads children on a virtual
tour of the White House. Children are encouraged to send
electronic mail to the President,
Vice President, and First Lady
directly from White House for
Kids.
The internet address is: http:/
/www.whitehouse.gov/WH/
kids/html/home.html.
(LJ)

Some ideas to market a business

Facts that may surprise you

Make it easy to fill out. Keep
questions short and simple.
4. Build a customer list.
It’s generally easier to keep old
customers than attract new ones.
A mailing list may be one of the
most important assets a business
owns.
5. Give away brochures.
Everyone loves to get something
for nothing, so free information
can provide a valuable sales
tool. Remember to have the
business name, address and
phone number prominently
displayed on all materials
distributed.
6. Promote with testimonials.
If a customer says something
positive about a product or
service, ask permission to quote
it. Another approach would be to
get testimonials from local
celebrities. They should also be
included in all promotional
materials.
7. Position yourself as an
expert. People assume the
business owner/operator is an

expert. Offer to write a brief
column for the newspaper—a
question and answer format
works nicely. Or, consider giving
seminars, lectures or demonstrations. Teach a class.
8. Phone manners.
Maintain an upbeat phone
manner. The first impression is
often by phone. Try using the
company’s name in the greeting.
When the phone rings, take a
couple of deep breaths and
switch from what you are doing
to the phone conversation that
awaits. Put a smile in your voice.
9. Business cards.
Make your business card a sales
tool. These are mini-billboards
and should be handed out
whenever possible.
10. Smile.
Smile your way to success.
Human interaction is the basis
for sales, and it all begins with a
smile. Smiles have smoothed
many a rocky sales path.
Source: Home Office
Computing, April 1993. (LB)
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Rural $ense news continued

CRP: planning for the future
The pending expiration of
many Conservation Reserve
Program (CRP) contracts on
October 1, 1996, has many
landowners and agricultural
producers wondering what they
should do with these acres.
Some plan to return them to
crop production while others
plan to keep them in grass and
use them for forage production.
Many landowners, however,
would like to keep them in the
program, if that is indeed an
option. Hopefully, by the time
you read this article, Congress
will have passed a farm bill and
we will know (or at least have a
better idea of) what the future
holds in terms of the CRP.
Although nothing is certain
at this time, it is reasonable to
assume that the CRP will be
continued in some form.
However, it is doubtful that the
federal government will offer
wholesale extensions of
existing contracts. It is much
more likely that landowners
will have to reenroll land in the
program and that those enrolled
acres will have to meet a
different set of criteria that
focuses on environmental
benefits in addition to erosion
control. Therefore, it is quite

likely that most landowners will
need to consider alternate uses
for land currently enrolled in the
CRP. The key to successfully
bringing these CRP acres back
into production is planning. Two
important things to keep in mind
in the planning process are to
“be patient” and “think longterm.”
The first step in the planning
process is to evaluate or inventory existing resources. This step
should include a detailed
evaluation of land resources in
addition to human and financial
resources. The primary purpose
of the land resource evaluation is
to identify those acres that are
most suitable for crop production. Consider leaving those
areas that are most highly
erodible in permanent vegetation. These areas are generally
more difficult to manage, require
greater inputs and provide only
marginal returns. In addition,
areas around waterways should
also be left in permanent vegetation. Grass strips adjacent to
streams and waterways filter
sediment and other pollutants
from runoff before they enter
surface water and thus help
protect water quality. Due to
their environmental importance,

these strips may also qualify for
continued CRP payments.
It may also be beneficial to
leave other parts of the field in
permanent vegetation. Contour
grass strips, if properly designed,
can eliminate point rows and are
by far the least expensive option
for controlling soil erosion. Field
borders can also help reduce soil
erosion by providing a place for
equipment to turn around thus
eliminating the need for turn
rows. Remember, all highly
erodible land will still have to
meet conservation compliance
standards.
The areas of the field that are
left in grass can be grazed or
harvested for hay. They also
provide wildlife habitat and
could possibly be used as set
aside if farm programs permit.
Keep in mind that it is much
easier to leave portions of the
field in permanent vegetation
now than it will be to reestablish
permanent vegetation after it has
been destroyed. Plan to leave
these parts of the field in grass
for the first year or two before
deciding whether or not the
benefits of the grass strips
outweigh the cost of keeping that
land out of production. (CB)

Dressing for protection
If you mix, handle or apply pesticides, you can significantly reduce
the risk of pesticide poisoning and meet the requirements of the
Worker Protection Standard by wearing the appropriate personal
protective equipment (PPE). The Worker Protection Standard
requires specific forms of PPE to be worn while mixing, calibrating
or applying agricultural pesticides. The equipment and work attire
requirements for each pesticide active ingredient are listed on the
label. (The PPE requirements may be different for applicators and
mixers/handlers.)
Sources of protective clothing and equipment are plentiful.
Typically, agricultural chemical dealers are excellent sources.
For more information, two Extension NebGuides are available.
Protective Clothing and Equipment for Pesticide Applicators (G-758)
provides a list of sources for protective clothing and equipment for
pesticide applicators. The second, Worker Protection Standard for
Agricultural Pesticides (G-1219), helps determine whether individuals are covered by the Standard and provides general guidelines on
how to comply. (DV)

Family Living news continued

Caring for woolen garments

55 Alive—Mature Driver Course

Daily maintenance is the
key to keeping wool garments wearable and beautiful year round.
After wearing a wool
garment, empty pockets,
remove belts and hang the
garment on a padded hanger
for 24 hours. This allows the
wool to shed wrinkles and
return to its original shape.
Store woolen garments in a
well-ventilated closet.
Woolen knits that may
stretch should be folded and
stored in a drawer or over a
padded hanger rod.
A wrinkled wool
garment can be placed in a
steamy bathroom, where the
moisture will allow the wool
to relax and the wrinkles to
hang out.
Clean wool garments
regularly by following the
care label instructions. For
washable woolens, use
warm water and mild deter-

If your driver’s license expires in 1996 and your are 50 years of age
or older, you are urged to enroll in the 55 Alive—Mature Driver
Course. In this AARP course, you will review driving skills and
prepare to take your license renewal test. This class is being offered
Wednesday, April 17 and Thursday, April 18, 9 a.m. to 2 p.m. Cy
Miller, certified instructor, will be in charge of the class. To register,
please call 441-7180. Registration fee is $8. Participants are asked to
bring a sack lunch. (LB)

gent. Garments marked “dry
clean” should be taken to a
professional dry cleaners.
When washing wool
sweaters by hand, use lukewarm water and a mild
detergent. Before putting the
sweater into the water, trace
its outline onto paper. Soak it
for three to five minutes
squeezing gently - do not
twist, wring or agitate. Rinse
twice in clean, warm water.
Squeeze out excess moisture,
then roll the sweater between
towels. Place the paper
pattern on a dry towel.
Smooth out the sweater and
shape it into the outline. Dry
away from sunlight and
direct heat. Sweater dryers
can be placed over a bathtub
— air circulates all around
the sweater, cutting the
drying time.
Source: Rose Marie Tondl,
Ph.D., Clothing Specialist,
NU/IANR. (LB)

Family Community Leadership
Become involved in making decisions
that affect you and your community
For more information, contact your local Extension office.

Boosting your child’s self-esteem
Everyone knows it is important
to take action if your child shows
signs of low self-esteem and
feelings of inadequacy, but what
is the best way to do it? According to Rudolk Dreikurs, M.D.,
author of Children: The Challenge, parents should first focus
on what the child does right. By
minimizing errors (but not
ignoring them), children are
encouraged to move on, to try
again. Direct your child’s
attention to the positive in any
situation. Notice the error, but

give your child a direction in
which to focus future efforts.
Second, be specific in your
praise. If a child feels inadequate
in his abilities to play soccer, for
instance, a parent should not
attempt to coax the child out of
feelings of inadequacy with a
statement like, “You’re an
excellent soccer player.” If he or
she knows that this is not really
the case, the praise is devalued
and will do little to boost selfesteem. Instead, compliment the
child on a specific job well-done,

“I like the way you hustled for
that ball.” Praise for a specific
behavior gives the child one area
of success on which to focus.
It will also set up the next
step for helpful praise: when
your child praises himself or
herself. They know they ran hard
to recover the soccer ball. By
acknowledging the specific
behavior, they can move on to
improving that skill and others.
Source: Indiana Cares,
Winter 1995. (LJ)
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Extension Calendar
All programs and events will be held at the Lancaster Extension Conference Center unless otherwise noted.

April 1
Market Beef ID’s for State Fair and Ak-Sar-Ben Due
4-H Action Team Applications Due
Gary C. Bergman, Extension Educator–Unit Leader

NOTICE
All programs and events listed in this newsletter will be held at the
Lancaster Extension Conference Center unless noted otherwise.
Use of commercial and trade names does not imply approval or
constitute endorsement by the University of Nebraska Cooperative Extension in Lancaster County. Articles written by the staff of
the University of Nebraska Cooperative Extension in Lancaster
County may be reprinted without special permission if the source
is acknowledged. For reprint information about other articles in
THE NEBLINE, contact the source listed in the article.

CONTRIBUTING STAFF
Lorene Bartos, Extension Educator
Gary C. Bergman, Extension Educator
Cindy Blome, Youth Extension Aide
Lark Bowmaster, Extension Assistant
Corey Brubaker, Extension Educator
Maureen Burson, Extension Educator
Soni Ericksen, Extension Assistant
John Gonzalez, Extension Assistant
Arlene Hanna, Extension Assistant
Alice Henneman, Extension Educator
Don Janssen, Extension Educator
LaDeane Jha, Extension Educator
Scott Kolb, Publication & Resource Assistant
Mary Jane McReynolds, Extension Assistant
Ann Marie Moravec, Extension Assistant
Barb Ogg, Extension Educator
Warder Shires, Extension Educator
Dave Varner, Extension Educator

April 2
4-H Council Meeting ............................................................................................. 7:00 p.m.
April 8
Lancaster County 4-H Shooting Sports Club Meeting.......................................... 7:00 p.m.
Extension Board Meeting....................................................................................... 7:30 p.m.
April 10
Food Nutrition and Food Safety Workshop for Child Care Centers............... 1:00-3:00 p.m.
4-H Horse VIPS Meeting 7:00 p.m.
April 11
Termite Workshop for Homeowners.............................................................. 6:30-9:30 p.m.
April 13
PAK 10 Dairy Judging Contest
Household Hazardous Waste Collection—
Lincoln-Lancaster County Health Department..................................... 9:00 a.m.-3:00 p.m.
SERIES Training—ARDC, Ithaca......................................................... 9:00 a.m.-4:00 p.m.
April 15
4-H Camp Counselor Applications Due
4-H Performance Swine Weigh Day............................................................. 9:00 a.m.-noon
April 16
Star City Rabbit Raisers 4-H Club Meeting........................................................... 7:00 p.m.
April 17 & 18
55 Alive Mature Driving Course........................................................... 9:00 a.m.-2:00 p.m.
April 18
Fair Board Meeting ................................................................................................ 7:30 p.m.

NEBLINE
FEEDBACK
FORM
In order to best serve our subscribers, this form will appear in
every issue of THE NEBLINE. You can use this form to:
1. Change your address or order a subscription (please print)
2. Submit general comments and/or story ideas
Name________________________________________________

April 20
Performance Swine Weigh Day.................................................................... 9:00 a.m.-noon
April 20-21
Growing Up Female Retreat—Eastern Nebraska 4-H Camp, Gretna
April 21
4-H Music Contest—UNL City Campus, Union Ballroom 4:00 p.m.
Teen Council Meeting—UNL City Campus, Union 2:30 p.m.
April 24
Food Nutrition and Food Safety Workshop for Child Care Centers............... 1:00-3:00 p.m.
April 25
4-H Bucket Calf Spring Workshop ........................................................................ 7:00 p.m.

Address___________________________________________
City_______________________________ Zip____________
❏ Order subscription (free—however, there is an annual $5 mailing and handling fee for zip codes other than 683—, 684—,
685—, 68003, 68017, and 68065)
❏ Change of Address

April 27
Kiwanis Karnival—Lancaster Building, State Fair Park............................. 7:00-9:00 p.m.
May 1
Cornucopia Gardening Award Entries Due
May 6
Small Animal Workshop................................................................................ 1:00-4:00 p.m.

Comments__________________________________________
____________________________________________________
Story Idea(s)________________________________________

May 7
4-H Council Meeting ............................................................................................ 7:00 p.m.
4-H Production Livestock Booster Club Meeting................................................... 8:00 p.m.

____________________________________________________

May 8
4-H Horse VIPS Meeting........................................................................................ 7:00 p.m.

Return to:
University of Nebraska
Cooperative Extension in Lancaster County
444 Cherrycreek Road, Lincoln, Nebraska
68528-1507

May 11
Household Hazardous Waste Collection—
State of Nebraska Laboratories............................................................ 9:00 a.m.-10:00 p.m.
May 13
How to Exhibit” 4-H Leader Training................................................ 9:30 a.m. & 7:00 p.m.
Extension Board Meeting....................................................................................... 7:30 p.m.

PHONE NUMBERS:
Office (leave message after hours) ............................ 441-7180
After hours .................................................................. 441-7170
FAX .............................................................................. 441-7148
GARDEN GOSSIP HOTLINE .............................................. 441-7179
COMPOSTING HOTLINE ................................................... 441-7139

OFFICE HOURS: 8 a.m. to 4:30 p.m. Monday-Friday

Extension Calendar
All programs and events will be held at the Lancaster Extension Conference Center unless otherwise noted.

